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MelaPowerÂ® Laundry Detergent Fresh Scent 32
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 Call for Pricing 

                               

 Step 2â€” Get cleaner, longer-lasting clothes while being gentler on the environment.

Â Â  

Are your kidsâ€™ new clothes wearing out faster than the batteries in your digital camera? Is your little black
dress becoming a little gray? Itâ€™s not surprising. The chlorine bleach that some detergents rely on to
remove dirt and stains can also remove the brightness from your clothes and irritate your skin. Fortunately,
thereâ€™s MelaPower. MelaPower uses a bleach-free, non-alkaline formula powered with biodegradable
cleaners to get out everything your family gets into without wearing out your clothes. And MelaPower is
super-concentrated, so it not only reduces the impact on the environment, it reduces the impact on your
pocketbook.

A Triple Assault on Stains and Dirt 
MelaPowerâ€™s unique formula combines three powerful, biodegradable cleaners to annihilate dirt, grime,
and odors, so your clothes come out looking and smelling their best. 
Melaleuca Oil: The natural solvent powers of Melaleucaâ€™s heritage product penetrate deep into clothes
fibers, giving MelaPowerâ€™s effective cleaning agents full access to stains. 
Biodegradable Cleansers: MelaPower harnesses the natural solvent power of biodegradable cleansers to
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literally pull dirt and stains out of clothing. 
Rinse Guard: Once the stains are removed, Rinse Guard surrounds and traps them, preventing them from
re-depositing.

Safer Formula and Cleaner Clothes 
You wonâ€™t find any fillers or unnecessary additives in MelaPower. The ingredients in MelaPower have
been carefully selected to maximize cleaning power while minimizing the impact on the environment.
MelaPowerâ€™s non-alkaline, pH-balanced formula contains no chlorine bleach or caustic chemicals that
would dull colors or weaken fabrics.

MelaPower is the core component of the EcoSense Laundry Care System, the only product system of its
kind. Itâ€™s the perfect combination of safety, performance, and value. From washing to wearing, youâ€™ll
get your laundry cleaner, brighter, and betterâ€”without harmful chemicals like bleach. Itâ€™s the kind of
care your clothes, the environment, and your family deserve!

This product is kosher Â  
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This product is kosher  
Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product. 
Please log in to write a review.
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